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About This Game

"Salutations. Would you like to attend a school for girls?"

This romance visual novel explores the question of gender integration at a private school.
A curious series of events leads to our hero becoming the only boy at a prestigious girls' academy...

But over 99% of the girls are against integration!
The girls are so sheltered, that they actually run away screaming at the sight of him!

Our hero needs to befriend them if he wants to stay, but the situation's looking grim...
The sole girl in favor of reform looks to our hero with hope in her eyes.

Thus, he must fight -- to convince the few neutral parties at the school, his childhood friend... and even those who show him
open disgust!

The game spans a full year, divided into 26 "anime-like" chapters.
Colorful movies and SD illustrations bring the classic girls' school events to life!

Athletics festivals, elegant balls, swimsuits, love rivalries... and romance that would make a true lady blush!
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Title: Princess Evangile All Ages Version
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
MOONSTONE
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: VRAM 32MB

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Japanese
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A nice simple puzzle.
Beautiful design, good concept, easy to understand,
It can be difficult at some part.

The music isn't really appealing,
and they could give something at the end.

It's short but worth the money.. Be the big bad.. Nie\u017ale. Pretty good so far. I don't know if it's worth $35, but the $10
upgrade since I already own the original was fair. It doesn't look too different from the original besides some slightly more
fancy graphics effects, really. If you already have the original, I say it's worth the $10 upgrade if you want all the DLC.
Otherwise wait for a sale.. Zero Players. Not kidding, zero players on any server. Worst single player game
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Very well done, feels quite real. Hopefully a lot more statues and art will be added. With more content, I could easily spend the
afternoon here... True slav game.. You must buy this game. It's one of the best games out there. The gameplay is outstanding. i
can't tell you how many times i wanted to play this game again and again.
r8 8 out of 8 no h8 m8 would not hesit8 would definately stophat again.. This song features an error in the transcription, and will
dock you for playing the song correctly. Verified by watching multiple videos of silverchair playing the song in question.

Still worth the purchase to learn a great song.. I think this game is fun. Online or co-op didn't even work, and overall the game
doesn't have much to offer. Don't buy it.. An isometric physics-based puzzle platformer, controlled using keyboard and mouse,
that isn't a rage inducing nightmare? What manner of sorcery is this? The gravity glove mechanic, which could so easily have
been clunky and infuriating, works great. You can feel the weight of everything you pick up and it soon becomes second nature
to twist and throw objects.

The class war backstory is light but engrossing, the charming world of gravity-defying steampunk bizarrchitecture is beautifully
made, the mechanics are always entertaining, the puzzles are only occassionally challenging but make varied use of the physics,
and the soundtrack is one of the best I've heard in a while. The only real disappointment is that the writing doesn't rise to the rest
of the games strengths. Characters aren't particularly memorable and, while the gameplay and world itself is amusing, the
attempts at humour in the dialogue sometimes fall flat.

8/10. Insanely addictive top-down space shooter which reminds me of Armada for the Dreamcast. I'm completely taken with
this simple yet fun game. I love the leveling up mechanics, and though grinding meteors for minerals can get tiresome, the
combat is challenging enough to make it worthwhile.
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